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In ancient times, education was -ainly con ^ ^ ^ g O the 

priestly and allied classes who, irrespective of where they 

stayed in India, were linked together by Sanskrit which 

was their medium of study and discussion. The vast masses 

of the people got their educat''cn through oral means in 

their own spoken languages, technical skills were acquired 

on the job, while moral values and the call of duty was 

transmitted through bards, ballads, songs and sermons, 

and the people were reasonably educated in values and in 

doing their duty, even though they were not able to have 

direct access to the dxstribution of knowledge. Education 

WaS regarded as the privilege of a few but in course of 

time, the monopoly of education by a small upper class 

weakened and.people began using regional languages for 

the purpose of education, thereby vastly extending tne 

number of people who were able to get access to education. 

The education was imparted either in technical skills 

mainly working on the job, or by the absorption of moral 

and ethical values, and duty and discipline through 

education now directly imparted in their languages. The 

society before the comino of industrial revolution was 

static and hierarchical and privileges and handicaps atten

ded the accident of birth in the class wnich was privileged 

than of individual merit. Thus, one oould see, before

* I must add that in writing this article, I have drawn 
heavily on my previous writings on this and allied
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the advent of British rule in India, India was a highly 

educated country with industrial skills, agricultural 

skills and moral values and a sense of duty* Religion 

and religious institutions were the main instruments 

which took on this task of spreading education. The 

role of education in pre-British India was not directed 

towards change but towards conformity and the passing 

on of knowledge from the past.

With the coming of British rule and the advent of 

Haculay, English was introduced in the country and encourage 

ment was given to higher education for the purpose of 

providing literary ski11s to Indians far working as clerks 

under British offices for car-ying on the governnient of 

India. But once English bscame a familiar medium of infor

mation, those who were taking education in English began 

to get acquainted with the political thoughts and economic 

changes in the western world. The old machinery of higher 

education mainly connected with religious institutions 

fell into decay and higher education meant education 

t hrough the medium of English and the literature available 

in English language. The link of education with religion 

was now rsplaced by what may be called secular education 

in the sense, the education was no w  impartsd by non-reli

gious institutions which at the same time did not make 

religious instruction a part of the education imparted by 

them, Meanwhila, the British rule in India was also 

accompanied by a cartain small measure of industrialisation
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and the task of economic activity required the knowledge 

of skills which could only be obtained through the medium 

of English as these skills were somewhat different from 

the traditional skills to which the population was 

accustomed. Vocational education therefore becama a 

part of the educational system and specialisation, and 

a few engineering and medical colleges were established 

to impart the required knowledge and skills through 

English medium* Higher education therefore was either 

specialisation in technical ski11s or literary skills 

making for employability to serve under the British.

Absence of religion from the higher educational system alst 

meant the snapping of the link between higher education 

and moral and thical values which had been a part of the 

old educational system. In fact, the educational system 

was geared to economic openings or other kinds of employ a- 

bility. Values which came to be transmitted through educa

tion were mercenary in character with incentives taking 

the form of money rewards or money status. As this was 

on the basis of availability of knowledge through the 

medium of English, this led many students undergding 

higher education to coming into contact with political 

ideas of independence and individualism*

We are now an independent nation and it is entirely 

upto us to remodel our education system in such a way as 

to satisfy Indian requirements of investment in human 

capital and give the ccuntry educated people who will not
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anly take part in the dsvelopment both of agriculture, 

industry and services of the country and also at the same 

time,, develop their individual personalities and have in 

them a blend of science, spirituality, technology and our 

composite cultural inheritance.

There have been many Commissions and Committees to look 

into I n d i a ’s educational system, and expenditure on educa

tion also has been steadily going up as a percentage of 

national income, ever since our independence. Inspita 

of all these recommendations and the larger amount that 

has been spent on education, our education system still 

remains antequated, backward and does not play an over

whelming role in the country's economic, political and 

social development. The education that we give to our 

students in the institutions of higher learning is in

adequate and inappropriate to meet the needs of the country 

VJhat I propose to do is to set out my own personal expecta

tions from higher educstion, without passing any judgement 

as to how far this A-ould be acceptable and will bring 

forth the necessary political and educational will for its 

irapiaragntation.

Higher education involve equipping the student with 

knowledge, skills and the aptitude and values which should 

also perform its tradition al task of passing on to the 

student the knowledge a c q u i r s d  from the past and t h e  new 

knowledge that is being g e n e r a t e d  from modern d e v e l o p m e n t •
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Higher education should play its functional rols of 

rural development in the context of the kind of society 

we have in India to day and the need to make it secular, 

progressive and modern in its thinking and^,at the same 

time without giving up the good things that we have 

inherited from the past, both in terms of knowledge, 

skills and fulfilment.

Acquisition of knowledge by the pupil is the primary 

function of all educational institutions including not 

only primary and secondary, but also higher education.

But this transmission of knowledge should not take the 

form of filling up empty bottles with distilled water* 

Students have minds, and teachers are not necessarily 

experts even in their chosen fields of knowledge, l^now- 

led 3 does not stand still, and gets dated sooner than 

we expect. In fact, a knowledgeable scientist friend 

told me that obsolescence is a basic attribute of accumula 

ted knowledge and he placsd the period of oosolescence at 

as low a figure as seven years. This means that every 

seven years, if not continuously in practice, we have to 

up-date our knowledge reciacing, adding, and rs-formulatinc 

what ws know. If this ia correct, then the education 

we impart cannot obviously be just memory-training even 

in the uo-to-data knowledge we have, let alone the obsolete 

knowledge we should have discarded. We have to take 

cognizance of the fact that knowledge is dynamic and so 

is the world outside where 'we seek to apply our knowledge.
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At the same time, it is just not possible to transfer 

all t/ie knowledge we have to the^. student while it is 

obviously impossible to transfer knowledge that is still 

to be born. Under the c i r c u m s t a n e e s , the educational 

technology we employ should not only aim at some transfer 

of knowledge, but even more, should be directed towards 

creating in the student the inclination and the capacity 

to acquire additional knowledge and keep himself j up-to-d. 

in his chosen fie Id- This means therefore not just me mory' 

training, but much more, mind training. The educational

technology we employ should therefore lean less heavily on 

lectures and more heavily on tutorials, seminars, simula

tion, syndicates and other forms of group discussion. The 

educational process has to be such that the student is a 

participant and not just a recipient. As much as the teach 

his should also be an active role and not just a passive 

one as is the case at present, especially in the realm of 

humanities and the social sciences* I know this means 

more teachers per student, more hours of classroom work for 

the teacher, and more exertion and time expenditure for 

the student. Above ail, it means more expenditure and 

more financa for our instititions of higher learning. And 

finance is a scarce commodity. good education cannot

be cheap education. Just as we cannot afford to have an 

xil-aquipped or ill-informed army with low initiative, we 

cannot also afford to have a vast number of graduates if 

they are ill-equipped or ill-informed or lack initiative*
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Education is at least as important as defence. In fact,

I would say, more important, because while defence is 

needed for survival, education is needed not only for 

survival but also for growth and development.

Transmission of knowledge and generation of new 

knowledge cannot be equally well performed in all the 

numerous higher educational institutions we have created 

after independence, it is therefore necessary that pro

fessional institutions such as engineering, medical and
t

technological iriput colleges and schools should have 

the necessary ecuipment and the required staff to make 

them all into centres if not of high excellence, atlcast 

of moderate excellence, '’R n v i ’̂ n =* few of them to attain 

highly reputed excsllence. While this universalisation 

0 7'“ excellence can be followed as an objectivs of profe

ssional and technical institutions, it should not be 

passible to do so in the case of colleges imparting 

education in humanities, social sciences, natural sci

ences and culture. At the same time it is essential 

that atleast some of these institutions of higher educa

tion, both for transmission of knowledge and gere ration

of ns w knowledgej, shojld function as centres of excellence 
not only

v^hicr/means that much higher expenditure will be

involved in equipping these institutions and equipping 

students,but also thaj- knowledge transmitted thrcugh these 

centres of sxcailencs should be globally competitive and 

should be comparable with the institutions of excellarca
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in higher education in the developed countries of the 

West and Japan, The UGC attempt for providing o^icellencs 

in some departments in some universities, though laudable 

aS a concept, has in actual fact, not been able to provide 

re'>ultE expected by their institution. In this connection,

I may be forgiven for my egoism in referring to the fact 

that during try entire career as e teacher, I have never 

dictated notes or made my classroom lecture transmit all 

the knowledge that is required for success in the exami

nations; on the contrary, I had begun my first lecture by
t

telling my students that I do not intend to complete the 

course, and that my main objective would be to make my 

students to take interest in the subjects taught, leaving 

it to them to acquiro the indicated knowledge through their 

indepenent use of the library. A colleague of mine followed 

the opposite met hod of making everything simple to the 

students, so that for all practical purposes, the students 

could do well enough by attending lectures and taking down

uits of both the courses were very good 

in terms of success in the eKamination. Oddly enough, 

given this test of success in the examination, success 

also attended my students who a have been given the task 

□f finding for themselves dstailad knawlsdge stimulated 

by the interest they were made to take in thair subject, 

as a result of the lectures that I gave* The only point 

in making this personal refsrsncs 1 3 to draw pointsd 

attention to the fact that higher aducation atlesst 

should concentrate on stimulating interest in knowledge,



provide for facilities for utilisation of this interest 

and traxn them to think and apply the logic that he has 

learnt to the problems that he will be facing when he 

leaves the University, In advancing my own opinion in 

this regard, I am fortified by what Swami Vivekananda 

used to say on the subject of education. He said education 

must enable pupils tc concsntrste, exercise logic and apply 

reasoning, and not merely become dimunitive editions of 

library knowledge- f^ot that library knowledge is not 

required, but it should come as a result of the search 

of the students because of their interest in the subject, 

rather than the notes given by the teacher.

The next component I deal with in higher education as 

I visualise it is the imparting of skills which should 

enable pupils concerned either to get employment or start 

enterprises of their own and give self-employment. The 

society that confrants us outside universities is an indus- 

trial society that needs science, technology, utilisation o 

tools and equipment and raanagement in its widest sense. AIJ 

this cannot be acquired merely by bookaknowladge or regular 

regular and attentive attendance at lectures. I do not 

think it can be acquired even by improved educational tech- 

nology such as tutorials and seminar s. Skills constitute 

an attribute that can only come with practice, and we 

cannot convert our institutions of higher education into 

vocational institutions. At the same time, it is possibla 

to integrate some practice with theory in our educational
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trsining* I know that work experience is e much bandied 

word, but it should not bs treated as a dirty world in t 

context of higher education, I know that in the new tec 

nological universities that have been set up in the Unit 

Kingdom, ona-half of the academic year is set apart fox 

work having soms connection, however, remote, with the 

s t u d e n t ’s area of academic di~ciplinc, while the other 

half is used for giving him the needed equipment in theo 

and this practice is not just confined to engineering or 

technology, but has also been extended to tns natural 

sciences and the social sciences. In some other univer- 

sities, the vacation periodg are used for familiarising 

the student with the actual reality on which he has to 

operate when he complatas his academic discipline, while 

in some others only those students are admitted who have 

already acquired sorae work experience in the fields for 

which they now seek academic training. And there are new 

and non-formal systems of education now coming to the for 

which seek to effect some combination of theory and pra

ctice in the training they offer. In my view, these are 

trends we have to take note of in reorienting the system 

of higher education in our country. Higher education can 

no longer escupc the oblrgation it has, to add skills to 

the imparting of know ledge which has been its traditional 

function so far- And chis has to be done not merely by 

setting up vocational courses but by attamtping to make 

work experience on rntsgrsl part of the vary process of 

higher education.
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The next iocm 1 wo uid like to list in my article on 

higher education is the building up in the student commu- 

n i ty f attitudes which will help to build up their per- 

sonilitiea and at the same time enable them to function 

as helpful membors of a developing society. It has 

long been the complaint of not only employoro hut many 

others as well ttn t the educated man in India shuns 

manual work, thinks it is beneath his dignity to undertake 

it, and believes that this should be done by illiterate 

persons or at any rate by persons having educational attai 

ment below the collegiate standard. In a country like 

India, where the vast majority of the people live by manua 

labour, this attitude tends t̂-' den the already existing 

gulf between the small minority of thoaa who have rcceivad 

higher education and the majority who have not. Apart 

from the spiritual value that people like iluskin and 

Mahatma Gandhi attach to manual labour, modern society, 

inspits of industrialisation and tho use of gadgets, does 

involve tne use of manual skills. The sc^nt respect of 

manual labour and this disinclination to undertake it on 

the part of persons who have received higher education 

seem to be a special attribute of the Indian way of life. 

Nowhere outside this country have I seen Chaprasia carryin 

their mastar^s files to a meeting or dignitaries ringing 

a bell for a file to be taken to an offer in the adjoining 

room. The ’ Chaprasi* seems to be an ubiquitous Indian 

institution that is not found either in comrnunist or in
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capitalist countries, I have the feeling that our educa

tional system, including not only teaching but also hostel

administration, is not a little responsible for this 

peculiar attitude that the highly educated in India have

developed towards manual labour. But this tendency cannot

work in a modern society* It becomas the responsibility of 

educational administration therefore to so change their 

style of work as to give proper recognition to the dignity 

of labour; and it is also necessary to incorporate into the 

educational process some measure of manual work, though 

we may not go as far as the Chinese have done in their 

cultural revolutions. Here again is an area where higher 

education in India has to gat a new look if it is to furnish 

its graduates with the equipment necessary to enable them 

to face the new life that awaits them outside the university

Willingness to undertake manual work is not the only 

attitude that needs to be inculcated during the process of 

higher education. IVe also need our fresh graduates to 

understand that the world they are entering into is a multi

lingual, m u l t r e  1 igiou3 and multi-casts India with regions 

differing in natural resourcas and economic and social 

development. Such a world can survive and function effi

ciently, only if those with higher education have developed 

democratic and sec ular attitudes, and are imbued with a 

burning sense of patriotism and personal identification with 

tha vast masses of the people* it is the educated who have 

to give the lead in the adoption of democracy, secularism,
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nationalism and Socialism and this they can do only if 

these get embodied in their attitudes and modulate 

their- way of life accordingly. It- is easier to impart 

knowledge than to inculcate attitudes, and we have not 

yet succeeded in evolving an appropriate educational 

technology for the purpose. Obviously, the major role 

in this field has to be played by extra-curricular acti

vities and yet, almost by definition, extra-curricular 

activities are treated as dispensable items in higher 

education leaving the vast majority of students outside 

its role. What ws have to do therefore is to bring about 

some measure of integration between curricular and extra- 

curricular activities, and direct the latter for the for

mation of attitudes of democracy, secularism, nationalism 

and socialism in our new graduates. It is easy to give 

more marks to those who da better in written sxaminations 

or even in oral examinations, but we have not yet evolved 

objective criteria for judging, 1st alone ranking, the righ 

attitudes, and thus including them in the working system tt 

today evaluates performance of students completing a course 

of higher education. And yet we have to make an attempt tc 

do so, if higher education is to fulfil its task of doing 

justice to the attitude-component in addition to the know- 

Icdge component in the training it imparts its pupils, 

rjational integration samitis, social service clubs, nationc 

social service courses, establishment of fraternity 

relations with collsgas in other states, social service
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campSf adaption of villages and of slum areas in cities

for welfare work by colleges and university departments,

work among minorities, backward classes and backward

regions during vacations as a part of educjtional require

ment, student parliaments which can impart training in

the proper functioning of parliamentary democracy, studen

service organisation, all these are some of the expedient:

that may be used for the purpose of inculcating the right

attitudes among pupils undergoing a course of higher edu- 
With all these, we may still not succeed in full\

cation,
achieving our objective. This again is a field which 

awaits research and fresh thinking on tha part of educa

tionists interasted in making higher education an adequate 

instrument for equipping their pupils to face the world 

that awaits them out side the university.

It is true that need-oriented courses and changes in 

the metho dology of teaching and examination are both impor

tant from the point of view of university reform, But fror 

my point of view of giving a new look to UniversiJiy educa

tion, it is even more important that adequate attention is 

given to the need for making university education, and the 

body cf students and teachers who constitute the University 

oriented towards the development of character, the building 

up of personality and a role of identification with and 

service of the community and the people at large, especiall 

of those who are under-privileged or disinherited or other

wise handicapped in their social or economic or cultural 

functioning. The University should be able, by its
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activitics and the methods of its function, tc create in 

the community a feeling that it doiis not live cn an ivory- 

tawer, a>/ay from the maddening crowd and disintsrestsd 

in the things that matter from the point of view of the 

community. On the contrary, its functioning and a c t i 

vities should be such that the community geta 3 feeling 

of identification with and pride in the university, and 

looks UD to it not only for imparting hicner ecucation 

of good quality but also for the services it can render by 

way of counsel and guidance in helping to uncsrstand and 

perhaps to solve the many complex problems tnat confront 

the community in the context of change, develoc-snt and 

moving towards modernity. In a secular state, it is the 

University which should function as the custccisn of basic 

values not only by the type of education it iacerts but 

also by the role it plays in cofflmunity affairs and 

community da ve lop men t . ‘ Nat only should the i-!i .‘sr sity 

set its imprint on the students whom it etc0 3 * 5 3 and 

the teachers who impart the education in terns of profe

ssional excellence, but also in terms of intaorioy of 

character, disciplined work, humaneness, sensitiveness to 

the maintenance of human dignity, social ewarenass and 

concern and compassion for those who constitute the poorer 

and weaker sections of the community where it tas its 

n eighbo u rhood♦

1 think therefore that our universities shcjlc have



as its objective not only the achievement of professional 

excellence in tarns of instruction and research but also 

the building up of character and values among its mgmbors, 

the provision of opportunities for the devslopment of 

their individual personalities, and, above all, identifi

cation with the service of the community and the area that 

comes within its territorial jurisdiction.

1 conclude by giving a few suggestions to enable Uni

versities to h^ve a new look which I desire them to have:

1. The University departments and faculties should 

have among their functions not only the teaching of stu

dents and the promotion of research but also the servicing 

of the villages that come under the jurisdiction of the 

University by updating their knowledge and making available 

to their teachers facilities for their technical developmen 

that would not be available to them in their individual 

institutions. Colleges in turn should undertake a similar 

servicing operation for the high schools that function 

within their limits as also all others which may be acting 

as feeders of their 3tiid''ntc population. This means the 

University should organise seminars, workshops and special 

refresher courses for college teachers; and collsges in 

turn should organise similar facilities for high school 

teachers. Thus continuity of contact should be developed 

at the professional level between university taachers and 

college teachers and between collage teachers and high 

school teachers. 3y undertaking this kind of activity
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the entire education system falling within the area of 

the University will get a fillip for better performance; 

and in turn this will have a salutary effect on the 

training of the students who came immediately under the 

jurisdiction of both the University departments and the 

affiliated colleges.

2. The academic content of the education that is impart 

both at the University and collegiate level should provide 

education in basic values such as respect for individual 

human dignity, understanding and respect for different 

religions and cultural traditions, understanding and 

respect for tne content and claims of national identity, 

understanding of the problems of the poor and handicapped 

whether culturally, socially or economically and develop

ment of readiness to share Oath natural gifts and material 

assets by those wno have with those who do not.

I would like the Universities to have Statutory aoards 

for Community Service and Rural We 1 fare and supervise 

implementation programmes, so me of which should be action 

oriented and others r e s s a r c h - o r i e n t e d , Their work should 

be not only the study of problems of relevance to the area 

and people but also service of the people and evaluation 

of development activities in the regiono

Among the action-oriented programmas, I would suggest:

(a) Active participation in the Adult Litaracy and Educa 

tion Programme launched by the Central and the otawS Govern' 

m e nt 3 .
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(b) 9ervice-oriented operations for the social, cultural 

and economic betterment of the slum areas and the handicapp 

sections of tho population in the vicinity of the college 

and other urban areas in the region.

(c) Adoption of villages for help in planning and imple

mentation of their total betterment, with special reference 

to the disinherited an d  handicopped sections of the pcpula- 

tion inhabiting these villages.

Both teachers and students should be involved in these 

programmes, which should also form an important part of tha 

activities to be undertaken by the students vjno have opted 

for National Service instead of TJCC . There should be a 

provision from the beginning for periodical reports on tho 

work done as also its evaluation; and the reports of the 

Board should be open for discussion nor only in the academii 

bodies of the Universities but also in the teacher and 

student bodies of the Universities and its affiliated 

colleges. The items listed under the action-oriented 

programme are illustrative rather than exhaustive and 

could be enlarged with the addi:ion of items which are of 

snscial significance to the region in terms of mass 

i n v o lvsment•

Among the research oriented programmes that the Hoard 

could undertake should be surveys of regional resources of 

living conditions of selected sections of the papulation 

especially in the rural areas, special studies of the actua.
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use which is being made of dsvel'^pmental facilities and the 

extent to which this is being dene by the poorer sections 

of the population, and studies concerning nutrition, health 

and primary education with special reference to the poorsr 

sections of the population and with special emphasis on 

rural areas, studies concerning rural communica tion, inter- 

village and intra-village road and transport, and of probls 

concerning drainage, sanitation and public hygiene in the 

rural areas. With the active cooperation of the cnginesrin: 

and Medical sections of the University and its affiliated 

colleges as well as the other sections In Science, iocial 

Sciences and Humanities, the Board should take up this 

activity and a make the University useful to the community. 

The Law Sections of Universities and its affiliated college^ 

should also take up programmes of legal aid and simplifica

tion of legal procedure and forms, and dissemination of 

knowledge regarding legal rights of the handicapped and lege 

obligation of the rest of the community.

To give thesa activities a prdpar status within the Uni

versity field and giva motivation to the students to taka 

part in tham, provision should be made to give these acti

vities 3 formal status in the University Calcndar time-tabic 

and criteria for evaluation of student achievementSo

For continuous evaluation of the relevance of what is 

taught :gnd of looking to the prospects of those who undergo 

teaching, it is nscsssary that the University should have 

a Statutory Board of Student Placement and relevant educatic
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This Board will have tvjo principal function, one of which 

should be to engage continuously in an examinaiion of tha 

relevance of the courses started to the need of the commu

nity as well as to the prospects of employment, while the 

other function would be to offer counselling and guidance 

to the alumni who seek employment and also help them to 

get employment by putting them in touch with prospective 

enplaysrs, A number of Universities do have student employ

ment Hoards, but the functions which are outlined for the 

Board suggested here are wider and if implemented, will 

serve the larger purpose of making tha university education 

more relevant to the needs of the comnunity which it is 

supposed to serve.

To fulfil the functions of the University for the decsi- 

minaticn of knoyjledge over a wider area than that covered 

merely by its students it is neces s a r y  that chs University 

should have a Board of Extra-Mural Studios whore functions 

will ba to organise lectures and discussions throughout the 

area covered by the University on subjects of popular inte

rest, tschnical relevance and scientific curiosity. The 

torch of knowledge should be carried from the University 

deoartments and its collages to the diffsrent wards cf the 

cities and î rbai'- areas and to the different villages of the 

area coming wichin tha university jurisdiction* Paoile in 

the region should ba stimulated to look forward to the 

extension of their knowledge by direct service randsred

by the University and College teachers, Lifslong eoucation
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now is an accepted concept and this could be put into 

practice only by the University.s and its colleges going 

out to the people to carry then knowledge instead of merely 

catering to those who come as students within their portals^

These three Boards, viz*, (1) Board of Community Service 

and Nural Welfare, (2) B^ard of Sti-ident Placement and Rele

vant Education, an d  {3 ) Board of Exxra-'-iural Studies, taken 

together, will give a new Icok zo tne nigher education made 

available in the x* eg ion and make tne university truly a 

P e o p l e ’s University, ra::ner than a Universixy only for the 

elite and the would-ba-elite,

I would like to conclude by staring what my expectations 

are in regard to pcopls who have had higner education. They 

ars the intellectual elite of the society and most of the 

occupy posizions of leadership in one aspect or other of 

social, political or economic life of tne country* They 

are 5hre3 htas of whom Krishna says in tr.a Gita:

"Whatever a great man does, other msn also do the same;

What standard we set up, that is followed by the World*"

Th e ch re sht as are tne sdticated persons, especially those 

who have received higher education* I: is they who are the 

upholder- of values and the maintainers of values; and it is 

on their doing so that human progress depends. It is the 

task of nigner educ^ition to see x thax thcss who pass 

through the portals of t ha universities get imbued with ths 

right v.rlues during and as a result of their ado cstional
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training. How this is to be done is what the Americans 

would Call G si x t y - m i 11ion dollar question. Ws do not 

k now he answer, but we also know that education alone 

cannot achieve it. Byt education does have a role in 

the matter; and it is upto us as educationists to see 

how we can rs-mould our educational technoIcgy so that 

higher education gives not only knowledge, skills and 

attitudas to its pupils but also the right values which 

constitute the essence of both individual life and social 

li ving•
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